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Abstract

Basic models of the Solar System that involve
predetermined paths for planets according
to circular or even elliptical orbits can be
effective for simply estimating the basic
motion of the planets, but a more advanced
and accurate model requires iterative physics
calculations for an N-body problem. Even
these real time physics calculations in and
of themselves arent particularly useful other
than for visualization (although visualization
has merit; indeed, 3-D graphics are worth
implementing), but the ability to add addi-
tional solar bodies to the system and view
the Solar Systems reaction to their presence
is valuable for experimentation.
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1 Introduction - Problem

Statement and Purpose

Keplerian models of the Solar System in
which planets follow an on wire path of
motion are very common, and indeed, even
Solar System simulations that involve actual
physics calculations are available. NASAs
JPL Solar System Simulator is one of these
simulators that makes use of advanced
physics equations and relevant corrections
to the physical models, and one goal of
this project is to recreate a Solar System
Simulator and display animations of the
planets motions in real time.

Although simple Solar System simulations
exist, very few of them allow users to interact
with the simulation. The hope of this project
is that the simulation will allow users to place
a solar body at a location, assign that solar
body a mass, velocity, and direction, and see
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what happens to the Solar System.

2 Background

The aforementioned user interaction with the
simulation would have a distinct purpose in
that it would allow users to draw conclusions
about what happens to the Solar System
upon the entrance of a solar body. According
to Daniel Perley, the passage of a body like
a star into the Solar System is an occurence
which is actually not impossible in the Sun’s
lifetime.

Perleys Solar System Motion Simulator
didnt originally implement real physics,
which is an improvement Id like to make
over his model. The graphical elements
of his simulation were also rather limited,
whereas my project would eventually strive
to implement 3-D graphics.

The Orrery Solar System Simulator by K.
McClary is a more detailed (from a physical
perspective) model. However, its been de-
cided that for now my project wont attempt
to model advanced relativity corrections to
older models of planetary motion and for the
moment will simply focus on implement a Ke-
plerian model of the solar system using iter-
ative force calculations. The most relevant
equation that follows from this model is

F =
G ∗ m1 ∗ m2

r2

One can then solve for the acceleration
of a planet due to gravity, and thus the

motion can be simulated. My project will
likely include more advanced graphics than
McClary’s.

A Scale Model of the Solar System makes
use of comparisons to planetary data pro-
vided by the U.S. Navy in order to verify the
accuracy of the model. Planets also trace
out their motion; the path that they have
followed is marked, leaving a trail behind the
planet as it moves. The latter is something
that I hope to implement, but isnt necessary;
the former, the comparisons to real world
data, would be important to implement in
order to verify my simulations accuracy. I
plan on doing similar comparisons with data
from NASAs Horizons system.

Symmetric Multistep Methods for the N-
Body Problem describes the multitude of
ways to approach the aforementioned N-Body
problem, many of which are very advanced
and probably not necessary for my simple Ke-
plerian model. Several of these methods are
interesting, however, because they allow for
time reversibility; the simulation would es-
sentially be able to step back in time. Al-
though I dont plan on implementing this for
lack of time, it could be used in future ver-
sions of my simulation.

3 Solar System Simula-

tion

The previous section discussed the limita-
tions of previous projects and how my pro-
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gram plans to expand on them; this section
discusses the specifics of how my program
works. As previously mentioned, algorithms
follow a Keplerian model using iteratively
calculated accelerations. Time steps can be
changed to alter simulation speed and pre-
cision. Data is gathered from the real world
both to set initial positions and velocities and
to compare my simulations output to actual
results.

3.1 Display Class

The display class creates the planetary ob-
jects and handles the programs graphical out-
put. It then loops over some number of
time steps. At each time step it renders
planetary sprites onto a predetermined back-
ground, telling the planet objects to update
their positions, and updating the graphics on-
screen.

3.2 Position Computations

At each time step, the display class passes
each planet object an array of the current
positions of all the planets. The net accelera-
tion of each planet is calculated relative to all
of the other planets; Each individual planet
loops over the array of all the other planets
and calculates its net acceleration based on
the equation

a =
G ∗ m

r2

. It then updates its velocity and position
accordingly, and the display class updates the
graphical display accordingly after all planets
have finished these calculations.

Figure 1: Screenshot of sample run with sim-
ulation ”zoomed” in on inner solar system
(first four planets).
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3.3 Real World Data Compar-
isons

Data for real world planetary systems has
been gathered from NASAs Horizons system
from March 13, 2006 to March 13, 20067. Ini-
tial values for my program were adjusted to
match initial values on March 13, 2006. Po-
sition data output from my simulation is up-
loaded to a text file while my simulation runs.
Following completion of one year, that data
is then compared to NASAs data at certain
instances, and statistical analysis is done to
verify the accuracy of my simulation.
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Figure 2: Sample data acquired from NASA.
The x, y, z, vx, vy, and vz data at the bottom
between SOE and EOE are the most impor-
tant for this project.
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